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and meals during your stay at our village will be free. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

                                            

 

Xu Guoliang 
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The 5th ICMEA Symposium 2016   
October 26- November 02, 2016  
2016 第五届国际陶艺杂志主编论坛大会日程 (暂定) 

Theme: 15 Years In: Diversity in Ceramics in the 21
st
 Century and Higher 

Education in Ceramics.  

主题：15 年后面对 21 世纪的陶艺多元化及陶瓷高等教育 

        (Hope all participated lectures, art works are related to this Theme, 

希望所有参加的演讲及陶艺作品都与此主题有关） 

Organized by: International Ceramic Magazine Editors Association (ICMEA), 

Fuping Pottery Art Village，and Art College, Qinghua Univ. 

由国际陶艺杂志主编协会，富平陶艺村，清华大学美术学院联合主办 

 
Proposed Program 建议日程 
Oct. 25 (Tue) 10 月 25 日（周二）富平 Fuping 

Delegates arrive Fuping， All editors should arrive Fuping before 5 pm. 
Fuping will pick you up at airport and drive you to Fuping 
与会人士到达富平，所有主编应于下午 6 时前到达富平。 

19:00  All editors should finish dinner and goto Round Hall for view 
       emerging Artist’s work and vote for 10 Editor’s Choice 
       所有主编必须用完晚餐，去到园厅参加新秀奖评选。 

 
Oct. 26 (Wed) 十月廿六日（周三）富平 Fuping 
10:00  1. Grand opening of the Conference and the Emerging Artists Exhibition  

   2. Janet Mansfield Award Presentation and Viewing 
3. Announcing and Viewing the 2016 ICMEA Emerging Artists Ceramic 

Competition and Exhibition 

4. Opening ceremony for FLICAM new pavilions of Turkey and Ukraine  
1. 第四届国际陶艺杂志主编论坛开幕式;  

2. 珍尼特曼斯费尔德奖颁发及展览 

3. 宣布国际新秀陶艺家竞赛得奖艺术家及展览开始 
4. 富乐国际陶艺博物馆土耳其馆及乌克兰馆开幕式 

12:00  Lunch 午餐 

14:00  Talks about “Janet Mansfield Award“, winner Jack Doherty’s talk 
Chair by Italian editor Giovanni Mirula 

         珍尼特曼斯费尔德奖得奖人演讲，主持：意大利主编乔瓦尼·米鲁拉 

15:30 – 16:15  Introducing awarded emerging artists and showing their art work by  
organized PPT presentation 新秀陶艺家得奖人介绍并介绍新秀艺术家作品，以组
织好的 PPT 演示，主持：德国主编伯恩·范库奇 Chair by German editor Bernd 

Pfannkuche 
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16:30 Special Talk by Xu Dufeng: About Fuping New Museum Project 
       主持：主编依兰 欧 亨利(美国) Chair by ICMEA president Elaine O. Henry(USA) 

  徐都锋专题演讲：关于富平新博物馆计划 
       Viewing New Museum construction 参观新大楼址。，  
18:30  Dinner party 晚宴 

19:30 Business Meeting (editors only) at Hsu Museum House 
陶艺主编业务会议(仅陶艺主编参加)在许仙艺居 
Subjects: 1. Elect new term (2017-2019) president,  

2. Discuss 2019 JMMA work category. 
21:30 Hsu Museum House, Open House 许仙艺居开放聚会 
 

Oct. 27 (Fri) 十月廿七日（周四） 富平 Fuping 
08:30          (Lectures in Two sessions 专场演讲分两场) 

(20 minutes each ) 3 Speakers, end with 20 min. discussion 

Chair: Editor Tina Bryne (Ireland) 主编蒂娜·伯恩（爱尔兰） 
 三位演讲, 各 20 分钟.  三人完后有 20 分钟讨论  

08:40 – 09:00   Ray Chen（USA）: Mixed Influences-East and West: Diversity of Post-Modern 

Impacts in Ceramics Higher Education Today 

                陈国辉（美国）：东西方的搅混：后现代在陶艺里对当今高等教育冲击的歧见 
09:00 – 09:20   Rolando Giovanni(Italy): Ceramic art and design, Contemporary Trends in Italy  

                罗兰多 乔范尼（意大利）： 陶艺与设计，意大利的现代趋势 

09:20 - 09:40   Sabastina Blackie(Britan)：The Color of Clay 

                萨巴史廷纳 伯来齐（英国）：泥土的颜色 

09:40 - 10:00    Discussion 20min.  讨论 20 分钟 
10:00 – 10:15   Coffee break 休息  后接第二场 Continue for second part of the talk 

Chair: Editor Vicki Gram (Australia) 主编维基格兰母（澳大利亚） 

                Three speakers, each 20 minutes 三位演讲, 各 20 分钟，  
10:15 – 10:35    A. Feyza Ozgundogdu/ Sule Altay(Turkey): 3D Printing or 3D Thinking? 

                费扎欧公多度与苏勒阿尔泰(土耳其)：三维印刷或三维思想？ 
10:35 – 10:55   Cha Hwa Suk(Korea): The tendency of  ceramic art education of  Korea and 

China    车花淑 （韩国）:韩国与中国的陶瓷教育趋势 
10:55 – 11:15   Brian Snapp(USA): Clay as a Bridge for Integration and Innovation 
                布兰史奈普（美国）：陶瓷作为整合与创新的桥梁 

11:15 – 11:35   Discussion 20 min  讨论 20 分钟 
11：40         Lunch 午餐  
13:00 -      （Special Topic Discussion）专題讨论：申请联合国教科文组织非物质文 

化遗产目录，徐都锋，许以祺博士，徐国庆等， 两小时 
UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage Listing Application Discussion 
Mr. Xu Dufeng, Dr. I Chi Hsu, Mr. Xu Guoqing，  Two Hours 

 Chair: Dr. Ichi Hsu (USA)主持; 主持为许以祺博士(中国) 
13:10 – 13:50   Chairman Xu opening remark about the discussion.徐董致讨论开幕词 
14:00 – 14:50   Mr. Zhou Xiaofeng 周晓峰館長：申遗的要诀 

15:00 – 16:50   Discussion Led by Chairman Xu 讨论：由徐董主持 

17:00          
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13:50 – 14:10 

 

Oct. 28 (Fri) 十月廿八日（周五） 富平 Fuping 
09:30      Visit Terra Cotta Warriors or Xian Tablar Museum for newcomer 
           For those have visited, other arrangement will be made. 

新参加人士参观兵马俑或西安碑林博物馆，已参观过的会员将另安排 
或访问新改变的陳爐窑村 
或参观富乐国际陶艺博物馆群。 

13:00      Opening of Janet Mansfield winner show at Dao Artspace Gallery  
downtown Xian 参加“珍妮特奖获奖人展览” 开幕西安《道 陶艺画廊》 

17:00    Hot Pot Dinner 火锅晚餐 

 
Oct. 29 (Sat)  十月廿九日（周六）移师北京在清华大学美术学院陶艺系继续会议 
    晨 8 时离富平/西安搭飞机赴北京（不用高铁，节省时间）中午到北京，清 

华接机安排食宿。 
              Meeting will move to Beijing by airplane, Qinghua Ceramic Dept will 

meet us at airport and take care of living matters. 

              The next three days program may be different from what listed below. 
It will be at Beijing’s decision if there are any changes. 

              以下三天的会议日程可能与以下所列有所不同，一切将按北京方面的决定。 

14:00   参观陶艺系设备及参观清华师生陶艺展 View Ceramic Department  
and ceramic show by QinhHua Ceramic Dept.  

18:00   欢迎晚宴 Welcome Peking Duck Dinner 

 
Oct. 30 (Sun)   十月三十日（周日）北京 Beijing 
08:30 – 10:30  Special Invited Chinese Scholar Mr. Hang Jian Talk （One hour）:  

特邀中国学者杭间（？）演讲（一小时） 
              30 min. discussion Chair: Prof BaiMing 白明主持 30 分钟讨论 
09:30 – 09:45  Coffee Break 休息 

09:45 - 11:40  Talks on special subjects arranged by Qinghua   
4 Lectures, 20 minutes each, Discussion 20 Min. at end. 
清华美院安排四位演讲人各 20 分钟(配合大会或清华主题),  

主席: 清华陶瓷系主持安排，20 分钟讨论，  
（Detail program will be given before June 2016） 

12:00     Lunch 午餐 

Afternoon     Optional Sightseeing Yuan Ming Garden and Jin Wu Xing store 
（Arranged by Qinhhua） 

 

Oct. 31 (Mon)  十一月一日（周一）北京 Beijing 
8:30 –11:30    清华主持安排演讲或参加清华校庆活动 

Other talks arranged by Qinghua Art School or attend Qinghua’s 

60th Birthday celebration. 
12：00      Lunch 午餐 
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Afternoon:      Free activity  
17:30    Closing ceremony by Qinghua Leader 举行闭幕式，由清华领导主持 

18:00    Dinner 晚餐 
 
Nov. 01 (Tue)   十一月二日（周二） 北京 Beijing 

09:00   Visit Palace Museum Ceramic Room by invited guests only. 
参观故宫陶瓷馆及天安门, 仅限被邀请客人 

      Visit Palace Museum and Tiananmen area,参观 故宫或天安门地区 

18:00   惜别晚餐在甲所 Farewell Dinner at Jia House。 
 
Nov. 02 (Wed)  十一月二日（周三）北京 Beijing 

Morning 上午 : Leave Beijing and return home. 离北京回家。 
For those people like to visit Great Wall, they should stay in Beijing  
one more day by themselves and arrange the tour through hotel. 

如有希望去长城参观的，需自己在北京多留一天，要旅社代安排。 
 
For Further information please view 需要详细有关信息请查看:    

http://www.ICMEA2004.Com. or www.futogp.com  
or write to 或来信: ICMEA_2016@163.com  or icmeafpav@yahoo.com  
 

 

http://www.icmea2004.com/
http://www.futogp.com/
mailto:ICMEA_2016@163.com
mailto:icmeafpav@yahoo.com


3D PRINTING OR 3D THINKING? 

INDUSTRIAL CERAMIC DESIGN EDUCATION IN POSTMODERN ART AND 

DESIGN PERCEPTION 

 

Assoc. Prof. A. Feyza ÖZGÜNDOĞDU,  

Res. Assist. Şule ALTAY 

Hacettepe University, Fine Arts Faculty, Ceramics Department, Ankara, TURKEY 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the presentation is to present evaluations related to the relation between today’s art 

of ceramics and industry and the design philosophy of the postmodern period which is known 

as after-modern period. By referring to this production style which has become a popular term 

due to its visibility in many areas such as science like “3D Printing”, arts, industry, medicine, 

craft, entertainment, magazine, education, engineering, etc, the underlying intention is to draw 

attention, respect and praise regarding the attitude of three dimensional thinking style that can 

consider the situations, problems and solutions as horizontal and vertical relations and solve 

them.  

It can be said that the determiner of the productions of future in terms of artists and industrial 

producers is a thinking approach which is flexible, realistic and futuristic at the same time 

being shaped depending on many variables. 

 While the technologies such as 3-dimensional printing that could turn the digital codes into 

printouts or smart materials which is included by Nano technologies are transforming our 

lives, the point that should be observed is a holistic thinking style which is in convenience 

with the nature and human being, which gives hope regarding this age and future and which is 

also feeding our hopes via the new technologies. 

It can be seen that industrial designers and producers, educators and ceramic artists in many 

activities, discussions, conversations or scientific and artistic grounds have longing for being 

able to apply a thinking style that is wide, flexible, transitive among the fields and decenter 

the focus in our lives like us. These approaches reveal that the pursuits of the time we live in 

reflect on our thoughts in global scale unlike the modern period having high and outstanding 

targets.  

The rest of the presentation aims to provide a general view on the art and design of ceramics 

education in 21
st
 century on the basis of the situation defined above.  

 

HISTORICAL VIEW ON INDUSTRIAL DESIGN EDUCATION 

 

Postmodernism, in other words ‘after and beyond modernism’, is in search of problematizing, 

interrogating and overcoming the basic concepts and perspectives of modern thinking and 

modern culture. Modernity which has set the basis of intellectual infrastructure with 

Enlightenment Philosophy since 16th century means having change in all the social and 

political areas and redesigns the society by isolating it from old values. The thoughts of 

modernism related to breaking with tradition, liberation and improvement reflected on every 



field have also affected the art and modern artist has realized artistic actions with the effect of 

these thoughts. The ideals of the first arts academies established in Europe are based on these 

references.  

Social, economical and cultural changes by industrialization have become a determiner in the 

performance and presentation of art in 20th century. As a new term and production area in this 

period, industrial design starts to be defined as a creation area having strong connections with 

art and organic connections with many other areas related to art. New education approaches 

compose in the way according to the understanding and needs of the period as parallel to the 

effect of industrial era in the institutions of art education having modernist perspective.  

The first design education started in Ecole Des Beaux Arts between the years 1819 and 1914. 

Known as “workshop”, studios set the base for a pedagogic method which is still the essence 

of design and architectural education. Design problems and learning by doing in Ecole take 

the place of the lecture as the first architectural education as today. Students are distributed in 

workshops and taught by educators. Many methods such as using sketch developed in these 

workshops, giving the design education by masters and evaluating the studies of students by a 

jury are still used in design studios of todays.   

 

 

Table 1. Beaux-Arts education program (19th century) (Lökçe,S.2002) 

Many Arts and Crafts schools were opened after Ecole Des Beaux Arts and art and design 

education entered a different path with Bauhaus established by Walter Gropius in Weimar in 

20th century and affecting the whole world in terms of design in the inter-war period.  

The concept of design studio has become more defined with Bauhaus formalization by Walter 

Gropius. According to a lot of resources, Bauhaus has been emphasized in international 

PRACTICAL EDUCATION 

Crafts Education 

Stone Textile Wooden Metal Clay Glass Color 

Sculpture 

Workshop 

Weaving 

workshop 

Woodworki

ng 

workshop 

Metal 

workshop 

Ceramic 

workshop 

Stained-

glass 

workshop 

Wall painting 

workshop 

Material and tools education 

Final account, bidding, cost analysis 

FORMAL EDUCATION 

Form problems 

Observation  

Nature study 

Material study 

Presentation 

Descriptive Geometry 

Construction Techniques 

Technical drawing 

Composition  

Color theory 

Design theory 

Location theory 



importance and become the most important and the only power of the design world in the 

period between two world wars.  

In the first years of Bauhaus, creating an ideal society in hand-made and miniature rather than 

production of machine has been pointed out. The education program has aimed at improving 

the personality of the student as much as technical skills.  

Structuring the workshop education in a system selected successively has differentiated 

Bauhaus. The system has tried to equalize arts and crafts and equip the graduates in technical, 

theoretical and creative specialty areas. 

The continuing effect of Bauhaus in art and design education has taken the shape of trust in 

the efficiency of the basic courses and the projects designed carefully provide support for 

creativity of students.   

Table 2. Bauhaus education programe(1919-1928)(Lökçe,S.,2002) 

After Bauhaus, schools derived from Bauhaus such as Vkhutemas, Black Mountain College 

(BMC), New Bauhaus-Chicago School, The Hochschule für Gestaltung could not carry on for 

a long time since they have an education approach and utopian philosophical basis ahead of 

its time. However, they have affected the design schools around the world until quite recently 

and their education approaches have been applied by many education institutions until today 

WORKSHOPS 

Architectural design/ Composition  

Layout and detail Analytic and 

project 

Sketch problem Archeology project 

Drawing model 

Free-hand 

drawing 

Pattern Ancient figure Model relieve 

Classes  

Mathematics 

Trigonometry 

Analytic 

Geometry 

Mechanic 

Solid geometry 

Shadow  

Surface of 

Revolution 

Conic sections 

 

Perspective 

 

 

Stereotomy 

Stone 

cutting 

Wooden 

Frame  

Morphology 

Stonework  

Wooden work  

Ironwork 

Application project 

Geology 

 

Physics 

 

Chemistry 

 

Theory-History 

Ancient 

Middle ages  

Modern 



and even today. These schools have contributed much to the development of industrial design 

education and they have become effective in laying the first foundations.  

The basic method in today’s design and art education differs from the previous models. 

‘Studio’ is established as a physical space and pedagogical method. Studios are generally the 

places organized for problem solving experienced by trainers in design performance as 

individually or in groups. Since there isn’t any defined design methodology, studio learning is 

described as “a convergence of information and movement happened by itself and genetically 

dynamic and adapting to changing conditions”. According to this dynamic nature, studio 

approach and Professional application differ from expressive models.  

For the purpose of seeing the historical panorama, we would like to draw attention to a new 

design and studio model created by communication technologies. In parallel to rapid 

development in communication technologies in 2000s, education has become accessible 

everywhere and every moment. This situation has affected the studio education still existing 

today with little changes since Bauhaus and caused the education given behind closed doors 

to go beyond its walls. Therefore, technological applications have entered a different path by 

becoming integrated with design studio and led to the start of internet-assisted design 

education applications with denominations such as “Online Design Studio” or “Virtual Design 

Studio” affirmed as the equipment of studio environment giving face to face education with 

communication technologies.  

 

ABOUT THE DESIGN OF CERAMIC INDUSTRY PRODUCT  

 

Some changes have been made in ceramic industry which is the material of the industry and 

designer from modern era to postmodern. Designer does not decide on the right thing for the 

user, shape the mass and insist on some forms and experiences in Postmodern era. On the 

contrary, new designer works to satisfy all the needs of all user profiles. While mass 

production minimal products are imposed on people in modern era, the designer addresses to 

different styles and follows the tendencies in all around the world not only local. In this point, 

many companies, especially the ones also targeting the foreign market, have established 

design departments working with them apart from R&D departments. These companies have 

collaborated with foreign designers or gotten support from local or foreign design offices. In 

the marketing part, ceramic materials have made effort to promise features such as aesthetic, 

ergonomic, prestige, price and quality performance apart from functioning like other usage 

objects.  

The designer’s part in this stage is to improve the ability of multidimensional thinking. 

Designer should identify and meet the needs that the user is not even aware of (it might be 

spiritual/emotional needs other than substantial needs) apart from satisfying the current needs 

of the user. The designer is expected to follow the new trends and determine the future trends. 

The base of the accurate design is to bring innovation to the current product. Besides, while 

the designer designs a product to answer basic questions such as what kind of user type, how 

it will be produced, what kind of purposes it will be used and which material will be used, it 

utilizes not only the action of designing itself but also human sciences such as sociology, 

psychology apart from engineering areas.  

 

 



While talking about the current situation and needs of today, the most systematic 

determination might be done on the product range of a company maintaining its work in the 

sector. The chosen sample is from Turkey: Vitra brand belonging to Eczacıbaşı group is an 

institutional structuring making industrial vitrified production to home and foreign market and 

drawing attention with its designs since 1966.  

It is seen while surfing in the product range of Vitra in its website that the bathroom part is 

divided into six as “unique and modern”, “lean and timeless”, “chic and homey”, “eco-

friendly bathrooms”, “bathrooms for special needs” and “guest/small bathrooms”. It is much 

easier to understand how the company evaluates the customer profile and needs that it wants 

to satisfy. The needs that it wants the designer wants to meet are presented as the following: 

- For the part who are young couples setting up a home and their lives now in Y 

generation and educated people living alone, 

- Designed in timeless forms against new trends and simple for the middle-aged and 

above, 

- For the ones who like more decorative furniture, 

- For the ones who have environmental awareness and prefer the products produced 

from sustainable material and energy from production to consumption, 

- That can be used by the disadvantaged people in the society or only for them, 

- Small and functional products applicable to narrow places and suitable to new housing 

architecture designed for today’s society in which people get marry less or live alone 

before marriage. 

Companies make use of technological developments in the field of ceramic, produce surfaces 

in tissue, brightness and pattern supporting the concept and while improving all these features 

and follow the Technologies to support it. For example, they make an effort to minimize the 

carbon emission in production apart from minimizing the water consumption in use while 

they are designing environment friendly bathrooms. At this stage, whereas the designer 

should consider the mechanic relation between bathroom, sink, reservoir and closet and 

handle them as design criteria, all the mechanic relation from the construction of machine 

equipment used in production or the raw material to energy should be solved by specialists or 

teams formed by people from different areas. 

Lastly, another company chosen from Turkey is Çanakkale Seramik. Kale sinterfilex, 

produced by Çanakkale Seramik, is a flexible ceramic tile product developed to cover the 

inclined surfaces apart from level surfaces in external space surfacing. By dealing with the 

usage areas of the product in detail in this example, an R&D study has been conducted on 

material technology for active use in current areas and creativity in usage depends on the 

designer.  

When all these areas that the designer should have comprehensive knowledge in are 

considered, the education of the individual should give reference to all these areas and lead 

the student to develop an ability of multidimensional thinking in this level.  

 

 

 



A GENERAL VIEW ON CERAMIC DESIGN AROUND THE WORLD  

 

We will present examples from different schools from various geographies with the purpose 

of being suggestive to current education programs. With the thought that the examples could 

be increased and ceramic material might find a different study field within the context of 

different design departments, a short viewpoint will be presented in parallel to the 

introduction letters taken from websites of the schools in the context of this presentation.  

United Kingdom 

Staffordshire University (Ceramic Design Programme and Product Design Programme) 

This course provides a design-led creative experience of ceramics within a broad subject 

context. Designing through intelligent making allows you to access ideas through a unique 

material. The deep knowledge of one material helps you to appreciate the opportunities in 

ceramics but also its translation into other materials and professional opportunities. Whether 

your personal aspirations are embedded in 2D surface and pattern, and or 3D shape, form and 

function. 

The relationship between the course and the global ceramic industry is mutually beneficial 

and is primarily responsible for the unique character and international reputation of the 

course. The strength of this award lies in the accumulated wealth of specialist knowledge and 

practical skills, which are the essential tools of the ceramics designer; and in the good 

working practices developed over many years. In the close working relationship with industry 

and in the clarity of purpose that ensures academic coherence, and the credibility of the 

award. (http://www.staffs.ac.uk/course/SSTK-02114.jsp) 

Product Design Department summarizes its aims as follows: To provide you with a 

comprehensive education in the field of Product Design. To develop and provide a 

programme of study that is exciting, innovative, engaging and challenging on an educational 

and intellectual level. To equip you with an inter-disciplinary knowledge of contemporary 

design in your area of specialism, to include innovation, new product development [NPD], 

branding and design management. To introduce you to team working skills, as an important 

part of the design process. To build your understanding of the changing nature of Product 

Design. As public awareness grows and the need for change is embraced by international 

government, design practice is likely to be altered considerably due to these and additional 

external pressures. Particular issues addressed are sustainability, new methods of 

manufacturing, and changing transport methods and systems. To understand the changing 

needs of the creative industry by working directly with professionals on industry-linked 

projects. On a practical level, you will engage with clients who are answering the specific 

needs of their customer and in turn develop your own skills to tailor your portfolio to a 

dynamic industry. This aim is frequently supported by client and manufacturer visits and 

liaison, and the input of specialist lecturers. (www.staffs.ac.uk/.../SSTK-

02667_spec_BA%20Hons%20Tr) 

France 

Universite de Limoges (Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Céramique Industrielle), The European 

Ceramics Centre 



The European Ceramics Centre is a unique site in Europe, where higher education and leading 

research laboratories. The European Ceramics Centre has been built in the heart of the ESTER 

technology park in Limoges, where high technology companies and organizations specializing 

in research and development of new materials can be found.... Ceramics are nowadays the 

materials for innovation in many high-tech sectors. They are the source of a great many 

applications for the energy, health, transport, telecommunications, environmental and housing 

sectors, which are already part of our daily lives...Housing sector, with four major product 

families: sanitary products, floor and wall tiles, tableware and construction materials – as well 

as more surprising fields, such as agriculture (spray nozzles) or the textile industry (thread 

guides). ( 164.81.210.43/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/CEC.pdf) 

 

Korea 

Seoul National Technology University (Department of Design and Department of Ceramic 

Arts and Design)  

The goal of Department of Design is to integrate design research and design education to 

produce graduates with the expertise necessary to meet social demand. 

Our department was established to pursue a living culture system based on creativity and 

emotional intelligence. Through integrated education, we have been training the 

professionals’ modeling power, scientific thinking, and innovation. In order to train talented 

individuals with a global vision. ( http://vd.seoultech.ac.kr/en/intro/about/) 

USA 

Alfred University, Rochester Institute of Technology (Industrial Design Programme), Kansas 

City Art Institute (Ceramics Programme),  Cleveland Art Institute (Ceramics programme and 

Industrial Design programme), Pratt Institute (Industrial Design Department 

Pratt: We have seen the revolution in digital technology, which allowed billions of people 

around the globe to connect, communicate, and share information. 

We have witnessed a wave of mass creativity, which started to erase the old distinction 

between consumers, producers, and designers by allowing wider audiences to participate in 

the creative process. 

We have observed the convergence of industrial design with scientific research—from 

biology and genetics to artificial intelligence and robotics—allowing things from the realm of 

science fiction to take shape in real life. 

We have at last begun to address problems of the “other 90%” of the world, trying to solve 

problems of poverty, hunger, energy, health, and other troubling issues of the disadvantaged 

world population by design. 

We have come to realize our responsibility for the planet’s climate and limited resources, and 

for our handling of the environment, industry, and agriculture. 

(https://www.pratt.edu/academics/school-of-design/undergraduate-school-of-

design/undergraduate-industrial-design/) 

 

 



China 

Tsinghua University 

The Academy’s philosophy of teaching and educational set-up has been predominant in the 

development of China’s modern art and design education. Since its establishment, the 

Academy – in light of the needs of the state and the general public – has undertaken and 

participated in China’s principal art and design projects, aptly playing the role of a national 

research institute for art and design. The Academy put forth the concepts of “arts and crafts”, 

“industrial design”, and “art design” for its programs at different stages over the past years, 

always deciding on the direction of China’s art design. .( 

http://www.ad.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/aden/1745/index.html) 

 

Jingdezhen Ceramics Institute  

The predecessor of Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute is China Ceramic Industry School founded 

in 1910; in 1947, Jiangxi Ceramic Industry Junior College was set up, which was one of five 

junior colleges in Jiangxi province; in 1958, with the general undergraduate organizational 

system, Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute was established, which was affiliated to the former 

ministry of light industry; in 1984, it was approved to award master's degrees, and in 2013, it 

was approved to award doctor’s degrees. Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute has become an 

important base of exchanging national and global ceramic culture and ceramic art, cultivating 

ceramic talents and science and technology innovation...During a period  of more 

than 100 years,  J ingdezhen Ceramic Institute has always adhered to the 

mission of carrying forward Chinese ceramic culture and revitalizing Chinese 

ceramic industry,  and put the school motto “honesty,  austeri ty,  

magnanimous, perseverance” into practice. . .  In the setup of disciplines and 

specialt ies,  art  and engineering are both emphasized, and art ,  engineering, 

and commerce are combined. The advantage of “design art  an d ceramic 

engineering” is made more prominent,  and the three advantageous discipline 

groups “art  design and ceramic culture,  ceramic materials engineering and 

mechanical  and electrical  engineering, ceramic economy and management” 

are formed. J ingdezhen Ceramic Insti tute puts great  effort  to cultivate high -

level professional talents from ceramic materials, product design to 

management of the whole industry chain.  

Currently, with national “One Belt and One Road” strategy and regional college and 

university transformation development, Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute insists on “problem 

orientation, industry demand, distinctive schooling, innovative development” and the 

development goal of building a high-level university with the important domestic and 

international impact and distinctive features. It puts its great effort to become a talent 

cultivation base of ceramic high-level talents, an engine of industry technology advancement, 

and a highland of Chinese ceramic art and culture.( 

http://www.jdzys.com/wsb/english/typenews.asp?id=698) 

 

Apart from these programs, the following universities also give education related to ceramic 

product design: Berlin University of the Arts in Germany, Hanze Minerva Art Academy in 

Holland, Kyoto University of Art and Design in Japan, Tokoname Tounomori Ceramic Art 

http://www.ad.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/aden/1745/index.html


Institute, Silpakom University in Thailand, Institut Teknologi Bandug (ITB) in Indonesia, 

University Teknologi Mara in Malesia. Whereas every school tries to realize its unique ecole, 

they continue to enrich their targets and applications depending on the changing conditions at 

the same time.  

 

EVALUATION 

Ceramic art and design is an interdisciplinary study field which is dynamic, open to 

innovations and have strong traditional references. By considering that one of the words to 

define 21th century is “rapid changes”, we should emphasize that we observe common 

changes especially in the industrial production of ceramic. In the recent days in which 

modernism and post movements are discussed and technology is in its glory days, questions 

about whether current industrial ceramic design education programs keep pace with our era or 

not and in what level it is prepared for the future are questioned in many educational 

institutions in the world; however, this issue cannot be a common, international broad 

participation and clear discussion matter yet. Therefore, including titles of publications, 

workshops, interdisciplinary application trials, seminar and symposium will make it more of a 

special subject.  
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of the presentation is to present evaluations related to the relation
between today’s art of ceramics and industry and the design philosophy of the
postmodern period which is known as after-modern period. By referring to this
production style which has become a popular term due to its visibility in many
areas such as science like “3D Printing”, arts, industry, medicine, craft,
entertainment, magazine, education, engineering, etc, the underlying intention is
to draw attention, respect and praise regarding the attitude of three dimensional
thinking style that can consider the situations, problems and solutions as
horizontal and vertical relations and solve them.



HISTORICAL VIEW ON INDUSTRIAL DESIGN EDUCATION

Modernity which has set the basis of intellectual infrastructure with Enlightenment
Philosophy since 16th century means having change in all the social and political areas and
redesigns the society by isolating it from old values. The thoughts of modernism related to
breaking with tradition, liberation and improvement reflected on every field have also
affected the art and modern artist has realized artistic actions with the effect of these
thoughts. The ideals of the first arts academies established in Europe are based on these
references.



The first design education started in Ecole Des Beaux Arts between the years 1819
and 1914. Known as “workshop”, studios set the base for a pedagogic method
which is still the essence of design and architectural education. Design problems
and learning by doing in Ecole take the place of the lecture as the first architectural
education as today. Students are distributed in workshops and taught by educators.
Many methods such as using sketch developed in these workshops, giving the
design education by masters and evaluating the studies of students by a jury are still
used in design studios of todays.



Table 1. Beaux-Arts education program (19th century) 

PRACTICAL EDUCATION

Crafts Education

Stone Textile Wooden Metal Clay Glass Color

Sculpture

Workshop

Weaving

workshop

Woodworking

workshop

Metal

workshop

Ceramic

workshop

Stained-glass

workshop

Wall painting

workshop

Material and tools education

Final account, bidding, cost analysis

FORMAL EDUCATION

Form problems

Observation

Nature study

Material study

Presentation

Descriptive Geometry

Construction Techniques

Technical drawing

Composition

Color theory

Design theory

Location theory



The concept of design studio has become more defined with Bauhaus formalization by Walter
Gropius. According to a lot of resources, Bauhaus has been emphasized in international
importance and become the most important and the only power of the design world in the
period between two world wars.

In the first years of Bauhaus, creating an ideal society in hand-made and miniature rather than
production of machine has been pointed out. The education program has aimed at improving
the personality of the student as much as technical skills.
Structuring the workshop education in a system selected successively has differentiated
Bauhaus. The system has tried to equalize arts and crafts and equip the graduates in technical,
theoretical and creative specialty areas.
The continuing effect of Bauhaus in art and design education has taken the shape of trust in
the efficiency of the basic courses and the projects designed carefully provide support for
creativity of students.



Table 2. Bauhaus education programe(1919-1928)

WORKSHOPS

Architectural design/ Composition

Layout and detail Analytic and project Sketch problem Archeology project

Drawing model

Free-hand drawing Pattern Ancient figure Model relieve

Classes

Mathematics

Trigonometry

Analytic

Geometry

Mechanic

Solid geometry

Shadow

Dönen Yüzler

Conic sections

Perspective Stereotomy

Stone cutting

Wooden

Frame

Morphology

Stonework

Wooden work

Ironwork

Application project

Geology Physics Chemistry Theory-History

Ancient

Middle ages

Modern



They have affected the design schools around the world until quite recently and their education
approaches have been applied by many education institutions until today and even today. These
schools have contributed much to the development of industrial design education and they have
become effective in laying the first foundations.

The basic method in today’s design and art education differs from the previous models. ‘Studio’ is
established as a physical space and pedagogical method. Studios are generally the places
organized for problem solving experienced by trainers in design performance as individually or in
groups. Since there isn’t any defined design methodology, studio learning is described as “a
convergence of information and movement happened by itself and genetically dynamic and
adapting to changing conditions”. According to this dynamic nature, studio approach and
Professional application differ from expressive models.



For the purpose of seeing the historical panorama, we would like to draw attention
to a new design and studio model created by communication technologies. In
parallel to rapid development in communication technologies in 2000s, education
has become accessible everywhere and every moment. This situation has affected
the studio education still existing today with little changes since Bauhaus and caused
the education given behind closed doors to go beyond its walls. Therefore,
technological applications have entered a different path by becoming integrated
with design studio and led to the start of internet-assisted design education
applications with denominations such as “Online Design Studio” or “Virtual Design
Studio” affirmed as the equipment of studio environment giving face to face
education with communication technologies.



ABOUT THE DESIGN OF CERAMIC INDUSTRY PRODUCT

Some changes have been made in ceramic industry which is the material of the industry and
designer from modern era to postmodern. Designer does not decide on the right thing for
the user, shape the mass and insist on some forms and experiences in Post modern era. On
the contrary, new designer works to satisfy all the needs of all user profiles. While mass
production minimal products are imposed on people in modern era, the designer addresses
to different styles and follows the tendencies in all around the world not only local. In this
point, many companies, especially the ones also targeting the foreign market, have
established design departments working with them apart from R&D departments. These
companies have collaborated with foreign designers or gotten support from local or foreign
design offices. In the marketing part, ceramic materials have made effort to promise features
such as aesthetic, ergonomic, prestige, price and quality performance apart from functioning
like other usage objects.





 For the part who are young couples setting up a home and their lives now in Y generation

and educated people living alone,

 Designed in timeless forms against new trends and simple for the middle-aged and above,

 For the ones who like more decorative even oriental furniture,

 For the ones who have environmental awareness and prefer the products produced from

sustainable material and energy from production to consumption,

 That can be used by the disadvantaged people in the society or only for them,

 Small and functional products applicable to narrow places and suitable to new housing

architecture designed for today’s society in which people get marry less or live alone before

marriage.





Staffordshire University (Ceramic Design Programme and Product Design Programme)

This course provides a design-led creative experience of ceramics within a broad subject context. Designing through intelligent making allows
you to access ideas through a unique material. The deep knowledge of one material helps you to appreciate the opportunities in ceramics but 
also its translation into other materials and professional opportunities. Whether your personal aspirations are embedded in 2D surface and
pattern, and or 3D shape, form and function.
The relationship between the course and the global ceramic industry is mutually beneficial and is primarily responsible for the unique character
and international reputation of the course. The strength of this award lies in the accumulated wealth of specialist knowledge and practical skills, 
which are the essential tools of the ceramics designer; and in the good working practices developed over many years. In the close working
relationship with industry, and in the clarity of purpose that ensures academic coherence, and the credibility of the award.
(http://www.staffs.ac.uk/course/SSTK-02114.jsp)

Product Design Department is summerize its heads: To provide you with a comprehensive education in the field of Product Design.To develop
and provide a programme of study that is exciting, innovative, engaging and challenging on an educational and intellectual level. To equip you
with an inter-disciplinary knowledge of contemporary design in your area of specialism, to include innovation, new product development [NPD], 
branding and design management. To introduce you to teamworking skills, as an important part of the design process. To build your
understanding of the changing nature of Product Design. As public awareness grows and the need for change is embraced by international
government, design practice is likely to be altered considerably due to these and additional external pressures. Particular issues addressed are
sustainability, new methods of manufacturing, and changing transport methods and systems. To understand the changing needs of the creative
industry by working directly with professionals on industry-linked projects. On a practical level, you will engage with clients who are answering
the specific needs of their customer and in turn develop your own skills to tailor your portfolio to a dynamic industry. This aim is frequently
supported by client and manufacturer visits and liaison, and the input of specialist lecturers. (www.staffs.ac.uk/.../SSTK-
02667_spec_BA%20Hons%20Tr)

United Kingdom



Universite de Limoges (Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Céramique Industrielle), The European
Ceramics Centre

The European Ceramics Centre is a unique site in Europe, where higher education and leading
research laboratories. The European Ceramics Centre has been built in the heart of the ESTER
technology park in Limoges, where high technology companies and organisations specialising in
research and development of new materials can be found.... Ceramics are nowadays the
materials for innovation in many high-tech sectors. They are the source of a great many
applications for the energy, health, transport, telecommunications, environmental and housing
sectors, which are already part of our daily lives...Housing sector, with four major product
families: sanitary products, floor and wall tiles, tableware and construction materials – as well as
more surprising fields, such as agriculture (spray nozzles) or the textile industry (thread guides). (

164.81.210.43/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/CEC.pdf)

http://www.cec.unilim.fr/indexEn.ht
ml

France



Seoul National Technology University (Department of Design and
Department of Ceramic Arts and Design)

The goal of Department of Design is to integrate design research and
design education to produce graduates with the expertise necessary to
meet social demand.
Our department was established to pursue a living culture system based on
creativity and emotional intelligence. Through integrated education, we
have been training the professionals’ modeling power, scientific thinking,
and innovation. In order to train talented individuals with a global vision. (

http://vd.seoultech.ac.kr/en/intro/about/)

Korea

http://gsp.seoultech.ac.kr/en/

http://gsp.seoultech.ac.kr/en/


Pratt: We have seen the revolution in digital technology, which allowed billions of people around the
globe to connect, communicate, and share information.
We have witnessed a wave of mass creativity, which started to erase the old distinction between
consumers, producers, and designers by allowing wider audiences to participate in the creative
process.
We have observed the convergence of industrial design with scientific research—from biology and
genetics to artificial intelligence and robotics—allowing things from the realm of science fiction to
take shape in real life.
We have at last begun to address problems of the “other 90%” of the world, trying to solve problems
of poverty, hunger, energy, health, and other troubling issues of the disadvantaged world population
by design.
We have come to realize our responsibility for the planet’s climate and limited resources, and for our
handling of the environment, industry, and agriculture. ( https://www.pratt.edu/academics/school-of-

design/undergraduate-school-of-design/undergraduate-industrial-design/)

USA

Alfred University, Rochester Institute of Technology (Industrial
Design Programme), Kansas City Art Institute (Ceramics
Programme), Cleveland Art Institute (Ceramics programme and
Industrial Design programme), Pratt Institute (Industrial Design
Department



China

Tsinghua University

The Academy’s philosophy of teaching and educational set-up has been predominant in
the development of China’s modern art and design education. Since its establishment,
the Academy – in light of the needs of the state and the general public – has
undertaken and participated in China’s principal art and design projects, aptly playing
the role of a national research institute for art and design. The Academy put forth the
concepts of “arts and crafts”, “industrial design”, and “art design” for its programs at
different stages over the past years, always deciding on the direction of China’s art
design. ( http://www.ad.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/aden/1745/index.html)



China

Jingdezhen Ceramics Institute

The predecessor of Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute is China Ceramic Industry School founded in 1910; in 1947, Jiangxi Ceramic
Industry Junior College was set up, which was one of five junior colleges in Jiangxi province; in 1958, with the general
undergraduate organizational system, Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute was established, which was affiliated to the former ministry of
light industry; in 1984, it was approved to award master's degrees, and in 2013, it was approved to award doctor’s degrees.
Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute has become an important base of exchanging national and global ceramic culture and ceramic art,
cultivating ceramic talents and science and technology innovation...During a period of more than 100 years, Jingdezhen Ceramic
Institute has always adhered to the mission of carrying forward Chinese ceramic culture and revitalizing Chinese ceramic industry,
and put the school motto “honesty, austerity, magnanimous, perseverance” into practice... In the setup of disciplines and
specialties, art and engineering are both emphasized, and art, engineering, and commerce are combined. The advantage of
“design art and ceramic engineering” is made more prominent, and the three advantageous discipline groups “art design and
ceramic culture, ceramic materials engineering and mechanical and electrical engineering, ceramic economy and management”
are formed. Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute puts great effort to cultivate high-level professional talents from ceramic materials,
product design to management of the whole industry chain.
Currently, with national “One Belt and One Road” strategy and regional college and university transformation development,
Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute insists on “problem orientation, industry demand, distinctive schooling, innovative development”
and the development goal of building a high-level university with the important domestic and international impact and distinctive
features. It puts its great effort to become a talent cultivation base of ceramic high-level talents, an engine of industry technology
advancement, and a highland of Chinese ceramic art and culture. ( http://www.jdzys.com/wsb/english/typenews.asp?id=698)



EVALUATION

Ceramic art and design is an interdisciplinary study field which is dynamic, open to
innovations and have strong traditional references. By considering that one of the words to
define 21th century is “rapid changes”, we should emphasize that we observe common
changes especially in the industrial production of ceramic. In the recent days in which
modernism and post movements are discussed and technology is in its glory days,
questions about whether current industrial ceramic design education programs keep pace
with our era or not and in what level it is prepared for the future are questioned in many
educational institutions in the world; however, this issue cannot be a common,
international broad participation and clear discussion matter yet. Therefore, including titles
of publications, workshops, interdisciplinary application trials, seminar and symposium will
make it more of a special subject.
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